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Florida children with autism deserve awareness with action
BY JENNIFER VOLTZ-RONCO
Special to Florida Weekly

We’re all aware of
autism: Its rapid rise
in recent years (now
1 in 59 U.S. children,
1 in 37 boys). The
ever-swirling speculation on causation.
How different it can
look one person to
the next.
Autism
aware- VOLTZ-RONCO
ness means beyond
knowing all that: understanding why
early intervention therapy is so critical — and why the funding fight for
it belongs to all of us. Weeks ago, at
the start of National Autism Awareness Month, the Florida Agency for
Health Care Administration, which
manages the state’s Medicaid program,
announced a brazen 51 percent cut to
key autism behavior therapy services. Backlash from parents and advocates was swift and fierce, forcing the
AHCA to retreat. Victory is temporary.
Final budget approval is slated for July,
and this issue will surely surface for
years to come.
How does this possibly affect those
who aren’t living it? The crux: Children with autism who do not learn
to effectively communicate, self-regulate and navigate basic social interactions become adults more prone to
violent outbursts, elopement, self-harm
and reliance on taxpayer-backed safety

nets like Supplemental
Security Income.
We
can’t
cure
autism. But we CAN
treat it — often very
effectively. As verified in thousands of
peer-reviewed studies since the 1960s,
the approach known
almost universally to
yield the best, longterm results is a schedule of intensive early
intervention therapies
— speech, occupational
and behavior (applied
behavioral analysis, or ABA) — starting before age 5. ABA is an essential
component.
And all those inspiring autism success stories that go viral, like Florida’s first openly autistic attorney to pass
the state bar recently? Those milestones
are amazing — but they don’t “just happen.” Many children with autism are
exceedingly bright, but college won’t be
in the cards if one doesn’t first learn to
talk, process what others are saying, follow directions, focus their thoughts and
calm their innate physical reactions to
sensory stimuli.
This rarely happens without early
intervention.
The state’s proposed budget would
have slashed funding for registered
behavior technicians, the professionals who administer ABA therapy. When
the agency’s newly appointed secre-

tary, Mary Mayhew,
announced the cuts
were
shelved
(for
now), she vowed to
“get robust cost information to effectively
inform those rates.”
What she omitted
was something the
agency should know
well by now: Florida
Medicaid reimbursements for all child
autism therapies are
already among the lowest nationally. For ABA,
it’s so far beneath market value many Southwest Florida practitioners can’t afford to treat Medicaidinsured children. It is from that rate the
agency would have chopped an additional 51 percent.
Private insurance, meanwhile, runs
the gamut. It’s not uncommon for
autism treatments to be denied outright
or capped at ridiculous, arbitrary rates
like 30 visits for all therapies — for life.
Very few parents can afford to pay the
difference, which is why a fair number
switch to Florida Medicaid’s full-pay
program (which tends to cover even
fewer services than for those who qualify for low incomes, despite the fact all
are medically-qualified), meaning this
would affect them too.
Fiscal responsibility is important,
which is exactly why we must invest
now. In denying autism treatments to
small children, we’re all writing a check

for worse outcomes later.
Ripple effects are felt sooner than
you’d think. We know schoolchildren
with autism in South Florida are routinely “Baker-Acted” for uncontrolled
outbursts in classrooms, even though
autism is not a mental health problem and this does nothing to address
the problem long-term. Children who
receive early intervention therapy are
less likely to reach these crossroads.
Early detection, diagnosis and treatment start with awareness. Signs can be
subtle and widely varying, but 90 percent show symptoms before age 2. The
older the child, the more ingrained the
neurological pathways. After age 5, progress is possible but it’s much harder.
Children with autism in Florida are
already under-served and they deserve
better. They need our awareness, but
also our action.
When we Light it Up Blue for autism
awareness this month, let’s also consider lighting up the phone lines, email
inboxes, mailboxes and public hearing
spaces of state legislators and AHCA
decision-makers.
See more at http://www.fdhc.state.
fl.us/medicaid/Policy_and_Quality/
Policy/behavioral_health_coverage/
bhfu/BA_Services.shtml. ■

— Jennifer Voltz-Ronco, a pediatric
speech-language pathologist, is founder
and owner of FOCUS Therapy in Fort
Myers, offering speech, occupational,
ABA and physical therapy to children
with autism and other conditions.
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